Is your MR department prepared for a surge in demand?
Elevate performance and productivity with SIGNA™ Architect Lift AIR™ Edition and emerge with confidence

Are you ready to tackle your backlog? The decisions you make today could either jumpstart or curb your business for the remainder of the year. Upgrade to the next generation of imaging performance and clinical capabilities by building around your existing magnet and eliminate all of the construction costs and downtime associated with replacement.

SIGNA™ Architect Lift utilizes your existing space to transform the entire system. Included are all-new electronics, 128-channel RF receive chain, modern reconstruction and host computer and the latest SIGNA™Works AIR™ Edition application platform. SIGNA™ Lift is the most timely and cost-effective way to access a whole new set of MR capabilities. The upgrade can be completed in as few as 4-5 days, reducing install time by up to 60% and decreasing the total cost of the project by half. ¹

Key Features:

✓ Obtain cleaner, crisper images with AIR™ Recon, our latest reconstruction engine

✓ Shorten exam setup times and increase efficiency with AIR Touch™ and AIRx™*, our new intelligent workflows for automated coil selection and slice prescription

✓ Increase productivity by reducing scan time up to 50% with HyperSense* ²

✓ Transform the patient experience and reach new levels of versatility with AIR™ Coils*, recipient of AuntMinnie’s 2019 Best New Radiology Device award

Contact us today to learn more.
https://www.gehealthcare.com/contact-us

¹ Total upfront costs include equipment, downtime and siting. Actual results may vary. Based on average estimate construction costs to upgrade with SIGNA™ Lift vs. replacing with a new system. Compared to a new GE MR system – upfront cost includes equipment, construction required for the equipment install and potential mobile cost during downtime. Actual costs will vary depending upon your site’s specific circumstances.

² Options